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NEW QUESTION: 1
Merton's theory is ___________
A. All of the above
B. Of continuous time finance
C. about dynamic replication
D. a link from Arrow-Debreu world to real world
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which requirement does EVI selective flooding help
administrators fulfill?
A. the need to minimize the impact of EVI on routing switch
performance by decreasing EVI protocol traffic
B. the need to control which tenants are allowed to communicate
between specific data centers
C. the need to transmit multicast traffic between data centers
for applications that do not use IGMP to register
D. the need to conserve bandwidth or inter-data center links by
minimizing the flooding of ARP and other common broadcasts
Answer: C
Explanation:

Explanation/Reference:
EVI does not require multicast support in the WAN transport to
forward multicast traffic between sites. In order to forward
multicast traffic, multicast MAC addresses need to be enabled
with selective flooding within EVI.
References: Architecture guide, Deploying Ethernet Virtual
Interconnect, page: 8
https://www.hpe.com/h20195/v2/GetPDF.aspx/4AA5-6737ENW.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following logical access exposures involves
changing data before, or as it is entered into the computer?
A. Viruses
B. Salami techniques
C. Data diddling
D. Trojan horses
Answer: C
Explanation:
This kind of attack involves altering the raw data just before
it is processed by a computer and then changing it back after
the processing is completed. This kind of attack was used in
the past to steal small quantities of money and transfer them
to the attackers account, there are many other uses too. Trojan
horses open ports without the user knowledge to permit remote
control and a Virus is a malicious piece of code that executed
inside your computer.
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